
!  
Employer  Identication  Number – 27-0257340   

 We  are  a  US  IRS  501(c)(3)  non-profit  organization  for  charitable,  educational,  and  cultural  purposes that  improve  the  lives 
and  benefit  the  citizens  of  the  Municipality  of  Cabrera,     Province  Maria  Trinidad  Sanchez,  Dominican  Republic 

You want to help build 
THE education centre for Faro de Cabrera &

Cabrera, Dominican Republic! 

Here’s how…

Find a donor  ~ Be a donor ~ Match a donor ~ Make it happen

Find a donor - small action x lots of people = big change
It has been known that there are people with the least that sometimes do the most. Everyone that understands the importance of an 
initiative, no matter their economic situation, is motivated to help. If you support this initiative and/or have children in this school you can 
help by bringing people together by informing them of the difference El Faro de Cabrera is making in the lives of your children or the 
children you know.

Be a donor
Simply, contribute in any way economically or professionally that fits within your possibility to a cause that connects with your guidelines 
of giving.

A donation of any amount does make a difference. Regular patronage by dedicating any monthly amount contributes to the cause and 
further sustainability. Professional services and/or building materials as a welcome contribution as well.

Match a donor
With the benefit of being connected and registered with Benevity, if you are an employee or know of someone that could be an 
employee of any of one of the many companies registered with Benevity they will assist with corporate giving, match your donation or 
aid with volunteer programs. Let them know you support Friends of Cabrera, Inc. on behalf of Faro de Cabrera, SRL.

https://www.benevity.com

Make it happen
All donations over $25,000 will have a classroom named and dedicated in their honor

All donations over $50,000 will have a wing named and dedicated in their donor

A donor who is willing to support $100,000 or more for this project is considered a founding member 

LET’S BUILD 
THE COMMUNITY EDUCATION CENTRE 

FOR CABRERA!

https://www.benevity.com

